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theres also a sharpness to the relationships of the cast, and
here, the film stands out. bobby and her friends are based in

hyderabad, but have a great sense of the citys life. bobbys and
her friends college is the one place she can go to, with her

friends, and find some peace. shahina, the doctor who is torn
between staying in the hospital and having a home of her own,

is drawn to the same space, but she cant find the balance
between doctor and patient. theres a great sense of mystery to
this, and we find out why bobby had to break out of her world
and the world of her friends when she finds out that there is

something to find out. theres a sense of danger that the
characters dont seem to want to talk about, and that sets the

stage for a lot of plot twists in the movie. bobby jasoos directed
by samar shaikh is an upcoming 2014 hindi comedy drama film

starring vidya balan. it is produced by dia mirza and sahil
sangha and distributed by sunfeast. the film also stars ali fazal,

supriya pathak, rajendra gupta and tanvi azmi in supporting
roles. bobby jasoos is a 2014 indian comedy-drama film

directed by samar shaikh and produced by dia mirza and sahil
sangha. the film stars vidya balan and features ali fazal, supriya

pathak, rajendra gupta and tanvi azmi in supporting roles. it
tells the story of bilkis bobby ahmed, a hyderabadi woman who
aspires to be a detective despite facing a series of obstacles. it
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becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. think about it. if we are
inundated by so many detective films, with various

protagonists, the audience will be enticed to watch them, no
matter what. that is the reason why bobby jasoos will be

watched.
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the film received positive reviews and won the special jury prize
at the 2014 international film festival of india. it was adjudged
the best film in the arthouse category at the 64th indian film
awards and received an oscar nomination in the best foreign
language film category. the film was followed by the sequel,

bobby jasoos 2, in 2016, which was nominated for an oscar for
best original song. the film's trailer was released on october 1,

2014, and received over 20 million views on youtube. it has
received mostly positive reviews from critics and is considered
one of the most successful indian films in the overseas market.
the film opened to rave reviews in the us, canada, uk, australia,
new zealand, mexico, spain and south korea. it opened to mixed
reviews in india. it grossed පොඩ්'s 2.83 crores gross, and made

approximately 21.22 crores in its domestic market. it went on to
become a commercial success with a total gross of

approximately 38.22 crores and is the biggest hit of 2014 for dia
mirza. the film also features vidya balan, ali fazal, supriya

pathak, rajendra gupta, anupriya goenka and arjan bajwa. at an
advanced stage of post-production, the movie was released on
october 30, 2014, in over 2200 screens across india. the movie
was released in 2200 screens across india, with bobby jasoos

පොඩ් costing roughly ₹25 crores to make. its release featured a
huge marketing campaign, including a tv campaign on all

national channels, printed ad material and hoardings, along with
an extensive television broadcast. the film opened to an

overwhelming response, as each show had to be rescheduled a
few times in order to make sure all the cinema halls were filled,
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and it witnessed unprecedented success. 5ec8ef588b
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